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For the version of the minutes to be uploaded to the RPG web page, text highlighted in yellow will be redacted as 
commercially sensitive  

 RPG 16-07-04  Paper A 

Present:  Jonathan Seckl (Convener), Jeremy Bradshaw, Pauline Jones, Gavin McLaughlin, Andy Mount, Lydia 
Plowman, Tracey Slaven (to item 5); Brian Walker 

By invitation: Kevin Collins (AP Industrial Engagement); Pete Hotten (Chief Executive, ERI, to item 5); Nora Kellock 
(Legal Services, CSG); Stuart Lewis (Library, IS) 

In attendance: Susan Cooper (Secretary), Charlotte Brady, Lynn Forsyth, Paul McGuire, Jacq McMahon 

Kevin Collins, Pete Hotten and Nora Kellock were thanked for agreeing to join the meeting for discussion on 
Industrial Research Income. 

1 Note of Last Meeting Paper A  

The note of the meeting held on 16 December 2015 was approved. 

2 Matters Arising 

2.1 Recent and Expected Government Policy Developments 

The RPG secretary had circulated a note of the current ODA rules governing grant awards. 

3 Convenor’s Update 

The Convener reported on: 

 The University’s response to the HE Green paper “Fulfilling our Potential: Teaching, Social Mobility and 
Student Choice” which also took into account the Nurse Review of Research Councils. 

 The University’s response to the BIS Review of REF, chaired by Lord Stern; 

 Relevant points from Chancellor of the Exchequer’s Budget statement on 16 March 

 Recent League of European Research Universities and other meetings relevant to research policy 

4 Industrial Research Income Paper B and C 

The level of University research income from industry has risen but to ensure sustained growth a more 
comprehensive plan of action was needed. Over a five year period, we should aim for the University’s 
performance to match or exceed our key UK competitors. The main points discussed were:  

 Both the UK and Scottish Governments expect Universities to build closer links with industry – both 
multinationals and SMEs; 

 The delivery of a significant and sustained growth in industrial research income requires Schools to work 
not only with each other across interdisciplinary themes but together with the International Office, 
Development and Alumni as well as RSO and, crucially, ERI; 

 The University is the lead partner in a BIS science and Innovation audit across Edinburgh and the Lothians 
which considers data sciences research and commercial activity; 

 Consider building a digital presence that gives potential business partners clearer routes to our research 
teams.  

 Our own staff also need clear and resourced routes that they can use to promote marketable ideas via ERI 
in the first instance.  

 Capturing all interactions with businesses would be beneficial; 

 

Action: Kevin Collins and Pete Hotten (interim Director ERI) to work with Research Support Office to 
develop a roadmap for industry engagement 

Paper C was welcomed it as a first step toward revising the way the internal resource levers can be used to 
provide staff with an incentive to carry out work to bring in industrial research income.   

Action: Tracey Slaven to convene a small group which would revise the proposal so that it was fully aligned 
within the new Resource Allocation Model. 
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5 ERI and Research Support Office Update Paper D 

ERI’s new senior Management team were working with a group headed up by the Director of Corporate Services 
to review ERI’s activities.  The objective was to refocus ERI on its mission of building and maintaining industrial 
links to maximise research commercialisation and knowledge transfer.  The transfer of the Research Support team 
to CSG had gone well. The next steps were to have further discussions with Colleges to prioritise the ideas 
outlined in the proposal approved by PSG.  Development of the RSO’s activities would take place in conjunction 
with maintaining the current range of activities. The Deans shared the view that the fact that three Colleges have 
differing needs must be built into the development plans. 

Action: Hamish MacAndrew to provide a further update on the development of the Research Support 
Office at the next meeting 

6 Researcher Surveys and what we can learn from them Paper E 

The biennial UK wide researcher surveys have the potential to be of great value to the University both as evidence 
to inform the University’s development of policies and practices that support researchers and as a metric that 
enables us to compare our performance. 

Action: Deans to consider, with relevant colleagues in their respective Colleges, how to raise awareness of 
the benefits of participating in the researcher surveys. 

7 Open Access update Paper F & G 

7A Open Access Compliance 

There had been some improvement in compliance levels, however more needed to be done to ensure that copies 
of all publications were uploaded to PURE within the specified time.  

In a discussion about how to improve OA compliance the following next steps were agreed: 

Action: Stewart Lewis to find out if the use of an external output repository, such as Archive, would 
satisfy OA rules  

Action: Pauline Jones, as secretary to Open Access group, to find out what scope there was to use 
annual P&D reviews to ensure staff do deposit their publications in PURE in a timely fashion.  

Action Andy Mount and Lynn Forsyth to find out from OA contacts in CSE Schools what action they 
planned to take to improve their level of OA compliance.  They would be able draw on support 
from the Library and GaSP. 

 

AGREED Each College would hold a ‘light touch’ REF readiness exercise during the Autumn.  The 
primary purpose was to assess the quality of the outputs, reinforce the message that that 
outputs within the scope of OA rules were must be OA compliant, and consider what further 
action was needed to ensure that each UoA would have enough 3* and 4* outputs to 
maximise the number of staff returned. 

Further details including the scope of the expected exercise would be circulated to RPG. 

7B Proposals from the OA sub-Committee 
Schools should consider using the REF readiness exercise to encourage existing staff to generate an ORCID 
identifier.  There was merit in generating an ORCID identifier as a part of the induction process for new staff, if 
they do not already have one.   

RPG agreed with the recommendation that the University should continue to take part in UK level discussions 
about the creation of a UK Scholarly Communications Licence.  There was agreement that it would be helpful to 
revisit the University’s copyright policy in parallel with the UK level discussions. 

8 Research Grants and Contracts update Paper H 
There was a discussion of comparable performance in AY 2014/15 and the possible reasons for the fall.  To 
identify longer term trends, a picture covering 5-10 years would be helpful. 
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9 Strategic Plan update Paper I 
Potential metrics to monitor research performance would be chosen; firstly to make valid comparisons with 
competitors and secondly as means of assessing performance relative to milestones.   

Action All to provide feedback on the points raised at paragraph 14 of paper I to Pauline Jones 

10 College Reports Paper J 
The Convener thanked the Deans for the reports from their Colleges.  There was a discussion about Global 
Challenges Research Fund readiness.  

11 Research Ethics and Integrity Paper K 

11A Internal Audit report on HSS Research Ethics procedures 

The Internal Audit of HSS research Ethics procedures had generated a number of recommendations and the HSS 
College Office were implementing them. As well as devoting more staffing resource to this important activity, the 
College intended to work with the Institute of Academic Development to develop training material that would 
enhance the awareness and become an example of good practice. 

Action MVM and CSE Deans to consider what their schools could learn from the recommendations in 
the HSS report  

11B Annual College Research Ethics reports Paper L 

The reports for 14/15 academic session were approved. 

11C Draft Annual University Research Ethics and Integrity Report Paper M 

The following points were agreed: 

Action Brian Walker and Paul McGuire would provide the RPG secretary with up to date information 
about MVM processes and procedures  

Action Members would advise the RPG secretary of any corrections, amendments, omissions to the 
draft report.  The Convenor would approve the final draft on behalf of the Group. 

12 AOB 
12.1 Cohort based Research Training Paper N 

There was some support for creation of the post outlined in Paper N however it was questioned whether it was 
really necessary. If funding for the post was secured, the post holder appointed must work closely with the 
Colleges as well RSO and IAD. 

FOR INFORMATION OR APPROVAL 

13 WorkTribe Update Paper O 

14 SFC’s Transition from Knowledge Transfer Grant to University Innovation Fund Paper P 

15 Open Access Subgroup – unconfirmed minutes Paper Q 


